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Abstract

Andrea Panzeter will discuss Canadian construction in the last years as related to planning and scheduling, resource planning and cost control, considering the impact of the changes in the international market conditions. Canada has geological and weather conditions that make it unique and challenging for the construction industry. She will present simple management initiatives that were implemented and supported companies in the pursuit to be better and beat the down trending market, changing the culture in project controls.

Dr. Andrea Panzeter is a Civil Engineer credited with assembling strong systems – project, team and operational. Committed to growth, personally and professionally, a 30-year career includes a PhD in Civil Engineering - Construction Engineering and Management, and an Executive Master of Business Administration.

Andrea graduated from Purdue University in 1993, and went back to Brazil to become a professor and consultant where she worked in many interesting and challenging projects, including roads and concrete bridges, industrial, commercial, residential, museum and high security fast track prisons.

Her emphasis is on planning the work focusing on optimizing construction through process planning, improved site layout, ergonomics and resource rationalization. In 2007, after a successful career in Brazil she moved to Canada and started a new life there. She worked in a few different companies learning on how they operate and what the business culture is.

In these few years Andrea established a strong career developing processes and systems to improve resource planning which becomes a key ingredient for companies’ efficiency in a tight competitive market, where margins are reduced and costs need to be contained.